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Optimization of Quantum Computing Simulation with
Gate Fusion

Hiroshi Horii1,a) Jun Doi1,b)

Abstract: Memory to simulate quantum computing is exponentially increased based on qubits of a circuit and the
entire memory is updated for simulation of each gate in a circuit to be simulated. For example, 32 GB memory is
necessary to represent all the probability amplitudes with double-precision and all of them is updated for each gate.
Aggregating multiple gates into a single unitary-matrix gate reduces load and store of memory. However, if an ag-
gregated gate updates many qubits, memory access and calculation of intermediate state of matrix multiplication can
become the bottleneck. We propose a method to efficiently aggregate gates with pattern-matchings, greedy algorithms,
and a graph algorithm. Our gate fusion reduced gates of various quantum circuits of Qiskit and improved performance
of their simulation.
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1. Introduction
Quantum computing simulation is an important tool for the

study and development of quantum algorithms. Real quantum
computers are now available as cloud service, but their noise
sometimes prevent users from validating that running quantum
circuits are written correctly. Therefore, popular toolkits for
quantum software, such as Qiskit[1], Q#[3], Qulacs[11], and
Cirq[2], [6], provide their simulators that calculate quantum states
of quantum computers. The most naive way to represent quan-
tum state in simulator is storing all the probability amplitudes as
a complex vector and iterating gates in a quantum circuit while
updating the vector. Probability amplitudes are increased based
on a number of qubits, thus, simulators need huge memory and
computation resources to simulate quantum computers of large
qubit. For example, a simulator updates 64GB memory for each
gate to simulate 30-qubit quantum computer with double preci-
sion. In this paper, we study a method to optimize such updates
of probability amplitudes in simulation of quantum computers.

Gate fusion [2], [7], [10] is an optimization technique to re-
duce gates in a circuit by replacing multiple gates with a single
gate while guaranteeing generation of the same quantum state. To
simulate a gate that updates m qubits, a simulator iterates load of
2m probability amplitudes, update them with multiplying a 2m×2m

matrix, and store the updated amplitudes until all of the ampli-
tudes are updated. By reducing a number of gates in a circuit, gate
fusion can reduce such load, store and multiplication of complex
values.

Gate fusion does not always improve simulator performance.
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Consider aggregation into a single m-qubit gate and its applica-
tion to a vector of 2n complex numbers. First, aggregations of
gates also requires computation and memory resources because
the aggregated gate is represented as a 2m × 2m complex matrix.
If m is large, generation of 2m×2m matrix requires more resources
than simulation of original gates. Second, a 2m × 2m matrix ex-
ceeds capacity of registers in the current CPU architecture if m
is more than two, then, its multiplication with a complex vec-
tor leads additional overheads. Increased load and store instruc-
tions for spilled memory become more than reduced instructions
and then total simulation time can be worse. Moreover, based
on m, multiplication and summation of complex numbers are ex-
ponentially increased in multiplication of a 2m × 2m matrix and
2n vector. Therefore, gate fusion is effective if aggregated gates
repeatedly updates the same qubits and a generated gate updates
small qubits.

In this paper, we propose a method to aggregate gates to reduce
total simulation time. Though existing simulators generate gates
that update fixed-number qubits in their gate fusion, our gate fu-
sion generates gates that update various numbers of qubits. In
addition, we specialize gate fusion for diagonal matrices. Apply-
ing a diagonal matrix needs only 2n multiplication of complex
numbers. We use pattern matching to find a sequence of gates
in a quantum circuit, and then generate a diagonal-matrix gate to
replace them. After aggregating neighbor gates if they updates
same qubits, we finally find the best pattern of gate fusion for a
quantum circuit while estimating total simulation time.

2. Quantum Computing Simulation
We focus on simulating universal quantum computers based on

quantum circuits consisting of one-qubit rotation gates and two-
qubit CNOT gates. These gates are universal; i.e., any quantum
circuit (for realizing some quantum algorithm) can be constructed
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from the CNOT and one-qubit rotation gates. This section briefly
overviews quantum computing and its simulation, and then sum-
marizes optimization implemented in existing simulators.

2.1 Overview
A qubit has two basis states |0〉 =

(
1
0

)
and |1〉 =

(
0
1

)
, and the

quantum state of an n-qubit register is a linear superposition of
2n basis states, each of the form of the tensor product of n qubits.
For example, the basis state of digit 2 (or 10 in binary) can be rep-
resented as |2〉 = |1〉 ⊗ |0〉 = |10〉 = (0, 0, 1, 0)T , where T denotes
the transpose of a vector. Thus, the quantum state of the n-qubit
register can be written as |ψ〉 =

∑2n−1
i=0 ai|i〉. Note that each state |i〉

has its own probability amplitude ai in a complex number. Sim-
ulating quantum circuits requires that these 2n complex numbers
(statevector) be stored to enable tracking of the evolution of the
quantum state of an n-qubit register.

Quantum gates transform the quantum state of the n-qubit reg-
ister by rotating its complex vector. The OpenQASM specifica-
tion [4] provides the gate set: U an arbitrary single-qubit (rota-
tion) gate and CX a two-qubit gate. The U gates are rotations of
the 1-qubit state and are mathematically defined as

U(θ, ψ, λ) =

 cos(θ/2) −eiλ sin(θ/2)
−eiψ sin(θ/2) eψ+λ cos(θ/2)

 . (1)

This matrix m transforms the state of a q-th qubit in a statevector
qv with Listing 1. Two elements at p and p + (1 � q) in qv are
updated together, and each element is updated once.

Listing 1: Pseudocode to apply single qubit with m

1 void apply_matrix(int q, complex m[2][2]) {
2 #pragma omp parallel for collapse(2)
3 for (int i = 0; i < (1<<n); i += (1<<(q+1)) {
4 for (int j = 0; j < (1<<q); j++) {
5 auto p = i|j;
6 auto q0 = qv[p];
7 auto q1 = qv[p|(1<<q)];
8 qv[p] = m[0][0]*q0 + m[0][1]*q1;
9 qv[p|(1<<q)] = m[1][0]*q0 + m[1][1]*q1;

10 } } }

The CX gates are applied to two qubits: a control and a target
qubit. If the control qubit is in state |1〉, the CX gate flips the tar-
get qubit. If the control qubit is in state |0〉, the CX gate does not
change the target qubit. If we have two qubits and take the higher
bit as the control qubit and the other as the target qubit, the CX
gate is mathematically defined as

CX =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0

 . (2)

This matrix m transforms the state of qubits q[2] in a statevec-
tor qv with Listing 2 assuming q[1] > q[0]. Four elements at p,
p + (1 � q[0]), p + (1 � q[1]) and p + (1 � q[0]) + (1 � q[1])
in qv are updated together, and each element is updated once.

Listing 2: Pseudocode to apply two qubits with m

1 void apply_matrix(int q[2], complex m[4][4]) {
2 assert(q[0] < q[1]);
3 auto m0 = 1<<q[0]; auto m1 = q << q[1];
4 #pragma omp parallel for collapse(3)
5 for (int i=0; i<(1<<n); i+=(1<<(q[1]+1)) {
6 for (int j=0;j<(1<<q[1]);j+=(1<<(q[0]+1)){
7 for (int k=0; k<(1<<q[0]); k++) {
8 int p = i|j|k;
9 auto q0 = qv[p]; auto q1 = qv[p|m0];

10 auto q2 = qv[p|m1]; auto q3 = qv[p|m0|m1];
11 qv[p] = q0*m[0][0] + q1*m[0][1]
12 + q2*m[0][2] + q3*m[0][3];
13 qv[p|m0] = q0*m[1][0] + q1*m[1][1]
14 + q2*m[1][2] + q3*m[1][3];
15 qv[p|m1] = q0*m[2][0] + q1*m[2][1]
16 + q2*m[2][2] + q3*m[2][3];
17 qv[p|m0|m1] = q0*m[3][0] + q1*m[3][1]
18 + q2*m[3][2] + q3*m[3][3];
19 } } } }

Note that Lines 8-9 in Listing 1 and Lines 11-18 in Listing 2
perform multiplication of a matrix and a vector of complex num-
bers.

Main overheads are three parts in these Listings: Loading com-
plex numbers from a state vector (Lines 6-7 and 9-10 in Listing
1 and 2), multiplying the complex numbers, and storing updated
complex numbers to the state vector (Lines 8-9 and 11-18 in List-
ing 1 and 2). Because a complex number consists a real and
imaginary numbers, instructions to load, multiply, add, and store
floating-point numbers are frequently called.

2.2 Parallelization
Parallelization is typical optimization in quantum computing

simulation. As shown in Listing 1 and 2, to simulate a q qubit
gate, 2q probability amplitudes are updated together and each
probability amplitude is updated once. By making updates of
2q probability amplitudes a unit of work, multiple levels of paral-
lelization are effective for simulation of quantum computing.

Modern CPUs, such as Intel and POWER, support SIMD in-
structions that enable instruction-level parallelization. Especially,
instructions of Intel’s AVX2 and POWER’s VSX load 256-bit
data into a vector register (precisely two 128bit vector registers
are combined to one 256bit) that can store two or four floating-
point numbers with single and double precisions respectively. In-
structions to multiply and add for such vector registers are pro-
cessed with the mostly same clocks with for general-purpose reg-
isters of 64-bit. Though variations of instructions for vector reg-
isters are less than for general-purpose registers, AVX2 and VSX
cover instructions to multipy complex numbers to improve per-
formance of HPC workloads. In addition, memory controllers
in Intel load (store) vector registers from (to) memory more effi-
ciently than general-purpose registers. Consequently, SIMD in-
structions can improve its memory bandwidth.

Multi-threading is effective optimization in quantum comput-
ing simulation. As shown in Line 2 and 4 in Listing 1 and 2,
OpenMP is frequently used in existing simulators to enable multi-
thread parallelization. These directives parallelize their loop bod-
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Fig. 1: Relative elapsed time to update 20-qubit state vector with
a matrix based on simulation time

ies by using the same number of threads with hardware-threads
in the system or configured variable OMP NUM THREADS.

GPU is also effective to improve performance if memory of
GPU is enough to store all the complex numbers of a state vector.
Though techniques to transfer probability amplitudes are neces-
sary for performance [5], distributed memory in multi-GPUs and
multi-nodes are also effective to enlarge qubits to be simulated
with performance.

2.3 Gate Fusion
Gate fusion is a technique to aggregate multiple gates into a

single gate while guaranteeing that the final quantum state is
equivalent before and after gate fusion. For example, to aggregate
two gates that update different a-th and b-th qubits with matrices

Ma =
(

ma
00 ma

01
ma

10 ma
11

)
and Mb =

(
mb

00 mb
01

mb
10 mb

11

)
, a generated gate with gate fu-

sion uses a matrix M f used to update the qubits, which is calculated
with the following equation:

M f used =


ma

00 ma
01 0 0

ma
10 ma

11 0 0
0 0 ma

00 ma
01

0 0 ma
10 ma

11

 .

mb

00 0 mb
01 0

0 mb
00 0 mb

01
mb

10 0 mb
11 0

0 mb
10 0 mb

11

 .
(3)

Note that if a and b are the same, M f used is calculated by just
multiplying Ma and Mb. We call gate aggregation that generates
q-qubit gate q-qubit fusion.

If all of the gates in a circuit is merged into a single gate, the
gate updates all the n qubits of the circuit with a 2n × 2n matrix.
In general, if q becomes large in q-qubit fuxion, time to update a
statevector is increased. Figure 1 shows relative elapsed time to
update one to six qubits of a 20-qubit state vector with configu-
ration written in Section 4. Update of two qubits took only 40%
longer time than of one qubit. This mean that two 1-qubit gates
always should be aggregated to a gate. On the other hand, update
of 5 and 6-qubits took more than 11 and 31 times longer time than
update of 1-qubit respectively. This mean that 5-qubit and 6-qubit
gate fusion is effective only if a number of aggregated gates is at
least more than 11 and 31. A number of vector registers in any
CPUs are limited and not enough to store all complex numbers in
M f used if q is more than two. Therefore, while multiplying with
M f used, their elements move between registers and memory with
additional load and store instructions, and then overheads are in-
creased.

3. New Gate Fusion
Given a quantum circuit, ways to apply gate fusion to its gates

are varied and finding the best to shorten simulation time is a
challenge . This section overviews gate fusion for Qiskit-Aer
[9], which provides quantum computing simulation for Qiskit [1].
Qiskit is an open-source framework for working with noisy quan-
tum computers at the level of pulses, circuits, and algorithms.
Qiskit-Aer runs quantum circuits written in Qiskit through the
same interface with real devices in IBM Quantum Experience [8].
Qiskit-Aer has various methods to simulate quantum computers,
such as state vector, density matrix, MPS and stabilizer. In this
paper, we focus performance of state vector method that main-
tains probability amplitudes with configuration that does not use
a noise model.

3.1 Transpilation
Before calculating state vector, Qiskit-Aer processes transpi-

lation, conversion of a quantum circuit to equivalent circuit, to
truncates unnecessary gates (such as Identity and Barrier) and
not-referred qubits, and applying gate fusion optimization. We
enhance the gate fusion of Qiskit-Aer by adding several phases in
this gate fusion:
( 1 ) Generate diagonal-matrix gates,
( 2 ) Generate special gates,
( 3 ) Apply one and two-qubit optimization, and
( 4 ) Apply cost-based gate fusion.
Note that the current Qiskit-Aer uses cost-based gate fusion,
which we implemented in 2018.

All of the phases are independent and sequentially applied:
each gat fusion takes a list of gates from the previous gate fu-
sion, replace gates in the list with new generated gates, and then
pass the list to the next gate fusion.

Transpilation of gate fusion incurs additional overheads. We
assume that transpilation is a part of simulation time and designed
the above transpilation without significant performance degrada-
tion. However, for small qubit simulation, transpilation occu-
pies relatively large portion in simulation time. That is, Qiskit-
Aer does not enable gate fusion for simulation of fifteen and less
qubits by default.

Gate fusion is parallelized if a list of gates is longer than a
threshfold (default is 1K). This parallelization is simply designed:
divide a list of gates into lists and perform gate fusion for them
in parallel. Side effects of this parallelization is that gate fusion
may not work efficiently for gates around beginning and ending
of each list. However, we believe that such side effects give rela-
tively small impacts on simulation time for quantum circuits that
exceeds the threshold.

3.2 Pattern Matching
A diagonal matrix is multiplied with a state vector more effi-

ciently than a normal matrix is. Listing 3 describes that a diagonal
matrix d is applied to two qubit qv[2] in a state vector qv.
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Fig. 2: Elapsed time to update 20-qubit state vector with diagonal
matrices

Listing 3: Transformation of two qubits with a diagonal matrix

1 void apply_diagonal_matrix(int q[2], complex d
[4][4]) {

2 assert(q[0] < q[1]);
3 auto m0 = 1<<q[0]; auto m1 = q << q[1];
4 #pragma omp parallel for collapse(3)
5 for (int i=0; i<(1<<n); i+=(1<<(q[1]+1)) {
6 for (int j=0;j<(1<<q[1]);j+=(1<<(q[0]+1)){
7 for (int k=0; k<(1<<q[0]); k++) {
8 int p = i|j|k;
9 qv[p] = qv[p] * m[0][0];

10 qv[p|m0] = qv[p|m0] * m[1][1];
11 qv[p|m1] = qv[p|m1] * m[2][2];
12 qv[p|m0|m1] = qv[p|m0|m1] * m[3][3];
13 } } } }

Each element of qv is updated once only by referring itself and
an element in d. Comparing with Listing 2, computation resource
to multiplication of complex numbers in Listing 3 is relatively
small. In addition, matrix multiplication refers only diagonal
elements. Vector registers store fewer complex numbers than
Listing 3, and then spill is reduced in assembled binaries. Figure
2 shows elapsed time to transform 20-qubit state vector with
diagonal matrices varying gate qubits with configuration written
in Section 4. By 10-qubits, relative elapsed time based on 1-qubit
was lower than 2.0.

Though Qiskit-Aer supports a diagonal-matrix gate as a basis
gate, real devices do not support the gate. If a diagonal-matrix
gate is decomposed to universal gates, optimized multiplication
of a diagonal-matrix shown in Listing 3 is not called. There-
fore, we finds sequences of gates with pattern-matching to gen-
erate diagonal-matrix gates from a given quantum circuit. This
pattern-matching recursively work with following two rules:
( 1 ) If a neighbor of a diagonal-matrix gate is a diagonal-matrix

gate, aggregate them as a diagonal-matrix gate (left in Figure
3), and

( 2 ) If both of the neighbors of the diagonal-matrix gate are CX
gates with the same control and target qubits, fuse them as a
diagonal-matrix gate (right in Figure 3)

In addition to a diagonal-matrix gate, we specializes simula-
tion of a list of CX gates. CX gate swaps the half of probability
amplitudes in a state vector. Therefore, after simulating a list of
CX gates, a complex number of a probability amplitude (source)
moves to the another (destination).

Fig. 3: Patterns to convert to a diagonal-matrix gate

Fig. 4: Patterns to convert to a full-entanglement gate

Fig. 5: RealAmplitudes with linear entanglement

Listing 4: Transformation of a list of CX gates (control and target
bits are ctrls and tgts respectively)

1 void apply_cx_list(int ctrls[n], int tgts[n]) {
2 complex next[1 << n];
3 ctrl_masks = [1 << ctrl for ctrl in ctrls];
4 tgt_masks = [1 << tgt for ctrl in tgts];
5 #pragma omp parallel for collapse(3)
6 for (int i = 0; i < (1<<n); i++) {
7 int idx = i;
8 for (int j = n -1; n >= 0; --n)
9 if (idx & ctrl_masks[j])

10 idx ^= tgt_masks[j];
11 next[i] = qv[i];
12 }
13 qv = copy; }

Listing 4 shows pseudocode to efficiently simulate a list of CX.
In the loop, a destination index of probability amplitude is calcu-
lated with the source index and masks of control and target bits,
and then the probability amplitude at source index in qv is copied
to at destination index in next. In Listing 4, qv is loaded once and
no multiplication of matrices exists.

Note that Listing 4 copies all the probability amplitudes to next
that occupies the same size of memory with a state vector. There-
fore, this optimization is not enabled if the system does not have
enough memory.

3.3 Two-Qubit optimization
As shown in Listing 2, simulators can apply an arbitrary

matrix to a state vector, though real devices support only
one specific two-qubit operation. If gates around a two-qubit
gate update only the two qubits without any entanglements
to other qubits, they can be aggregated to a two-qubit gate.
For example, CX and Ry gates of a quantum circuit writ-
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ten in Figure 5, which is generated with Qiskit circuit library
(RealAmplitudes(4, reps = 2, entanglement = ′linear′)) are ag-
gregated with gray rectangles. Consequently, a number of gates
is reduced from eighteen to six.

Listing 5 describes a pseudocode to identify whether two gates
at left and right in a gate sequence gates can be aggregated. Each
gate in gates updates its qubits and this qubits has contains and
remove methods to check inclusion and remove intersection re-
spectively.

Listing 5: Check whether gates at left and right in gates can be
aggregated

1 bool can_aggregate(int left, int right) {
2 auto qubits = gates[idx].qubits;
3 for (int i = left + 1; i < right; i++)
4 if (!qubits.contains(gates[i].qubits))
5 qubits.remove(gates[i].qubits);
6 return qubits.contains(gates[tgt].qubits);
7 }

Note that Listing 5 is available for aggregation to any-qubit
gate. However, because decomposed gates for real devices up-
date at most two qubit, we apply this optimization to generate
one and two-qubit gates.

3.4 Cost-based Fusion
As shown in Figure 1, if we apply a gate fusion that aggre-

gates a five-qubit gate, this gate fusion is effective to aggregate
at least eleven gates. In most case, use of combination of two
and three-qubit gates can achieve more efficient simulation than
of five-qubit gate. Because possible combination of gate fusion is
varied, we develop an algorithm to apply gate fusion for various
qubits while estimating total simulation time.

In our algorithm, we generate a fusion graph a DAG that rep-
resents possible patterns of gate fusion. A node means a gate in
a circuit and each node has a sequence number that represents
the position of corresponding gate in a circuit. An edge repre-
sents gate fusion that aggregates from the source to the desti-
nation gates. If an edge connects from gate 2 to 4, gate fusion
aggregates gates 2 and 3. Each edge has a weight that relatively
represent estimated time to simulate the generated gate. Figure
6 shows a way to generate a fusion graph with maximum fusion
qubit as five.

In Figure 6, we list nodes of all the gate in a circuit and then
create edges when 1-qubit gate fusion is applied (Figure 6-1).
Next, we create edges when 2-qubit gate fusion is applied (Fig-
ure 6-2) and continue this step until when 5-qubit gate fusion is
applied (Figure 6-3, 4, and 5). Note that each node has only one
edge for each qubit gate fusion and the destination gate of the
edge has the largest sequence number in possible destination. For
example, in Figure 6-2, we can create edges of 2-qubit gate fu-
sion from gate-2, to gate-4, or 5. Because 5 is the largest sequence
number, we create an edge from gate-2 to gate-5 for 2-qubit gate
fusion.

Once a fusion graph is generated, we find the shortest path from
the start node to the end node. Because weight of edges represents
estimated time to simulate generated gates, edges in the shortest

path are the best combination of gate fusion to shorten simulation
time. In Figure 6, because the path of edges from 1 to 3, from 3 to
4, and from 4 to the end is the shortest, gate fusion generate three
gates that produce equivalent quantum state with the original.

4. Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate our gate fusion with various quan-

tum circuits generated with Qiskit Circuit Library. We use Qiskit
0.23.1 to generate quantum circuits and enable our gate fusion on
Qiskit-Aer 0.7.2 with MacBook Pro (15-inch, 2018) that consists
of Intel Core i7 (6-Core, 2.6GHz), 16GB 2400 MHz DDR4, and
macOS Catalina (Version 10.15.5).

4.1 Quantum Circuits
We use tweleve types of quantum circuits listed in Table 1. All

of them are generated with Qiskit Circuit Library.

Table 1: Quantum Circuits generated with Qiskit Circuit Library
name qubit class name
adder 23 WeightedAdder

ansatz ry 25 RealAmplitudes with full entanglement
ansatz ry l 25 RealAmplitudes with linear entanglement
ansatz ryrz 23 EfficientSU2 with full entanglement

ansatz ryrz l 23 EfficientSU2 with linear entanglement
graph state 25 GraphState

int cmp 24 IntegerComparator
iqp 25 IQP
pe 20 PhaseEstimation with QuantumVolume as unitary
qft 25 QFT

quad form 25 QuadraticForm
qv 25 QuantumVolume

adder is a circuit to compute the weighted sum of qubit reg-
isters. This quantum circuit consists of 60 CCCX (4-qubit gate),
75 CCX (3-qubit gate), 15 CX (2-qubit gate), and 90 X (1-qubit
gate). These gates transform three carry and four sum qubits by
referring fifteen state and one control qubits. Each type of gates
is iteratively formed while keeping neighbours different types.

ansatz ry l is an ansatz circuit for VQE as written in Fig-
ure 5. Every qubit is transformed with a Ry gate following a
list of CX gates to establish linear entanglements. This pattern
of Ry and CX gates is repeated ten times in our configuration.
ansatz ryrz l uses a Ry and Rz gate instead of a Ry gate of
ansatz ry l. ansatz ry and ansatz ryrz use fewer CX gates to
establish full entanglements of Figure 4.

graph state is a circuit to prepare a graph state. A qubit rep-
resents a node and a CZ gate represents an edge. We randamly
generate twenty-five edges that connect two of twenty-five nodes.
Therefore, a circuit consists of 25 qubits for nodes with 25 CZ
gates for edges and 25 H gates for initialization.

int cmp is a circuit for integer comparator that validates
whether quantum state is a given integer number. Several X gates
and a CX gate or a CCX gate appear alternatively and the total
numbers of X, CX, and CCX gates are 105, 2, 21 in a 24-qubit
circuit.

iqp is an instantaneous quantum polynomial (IQP) circuit. In-
teractions between qubits are defined with a matrix and CP and P
gates are generated based on the matrix. We randomly generate
interactions for 25 qubits and construct a IQP circuit that consists
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Fig. 6: Cost-based fusion. U(q) means a gate of U to update a qubit q and FN means an edge of N qubit gate fusion.

Fig. 7: Relative elapsed time of simulation

Fig. 8: Percentages of gate fusion in simulation

of around 227 CP gates, 22 P gates, and 50 H gates.
qft is a quantum fourier transform circuit that consists of 300

CP gates, 25 H gates, 12 Swap gates.
quad form implements a quadratic form on binary variables

encoded in qubit registers. We configured three qubits for coeffi-
cients and twenty-two qubits for result qubits. Majority gates in
this quantum are 297 CP gates.

qv is a circuit to measure quantum volume. We generate 25-
qubit circuits that consists of 300 unitary-matrix gates.

4.2 Performance
We evaluated following four configurations:
• no fusion disabled all the optimization of gate fusion,
• +pattern matching enables only gate fusion with pattern

matching written in Subsection 3.2,
• +n qubit adds gate fusion of one-qubit and two-qubit opti-

mization written in Subsection 3.3,
• +cost − based enables all the gate fusion by adding cost-

based optimization written in Subsection 3.4,
Because the system has enough memory to simulate the quantum
circuits, pattern-matching for entanglements was enabled in any
simulation. Figure 7 shows performance improvement of gate
fusion by making no fusion the baselines and Figure 8 shows
percentages of gate fusion in total simulation time.

In adder, pattern-matching did not find any candidates of
diagonal-matrix gates and entanglement gates, but two-qubit gate
fusion reduced 16 gates and improved simulation time by 7.6 %.
Cost-based gate fusion additionally reduced 148 gates and im-
proved simulation time by 38.1 %. Consequently, our gate fu-
sion reduced by 42.1 % from the baseline. Gates in adder fre-
quently transform or refer the same two qubits and then two-qubit
and cost-based gate-fusion worked performance. For further op-
timization, additional pattern-matching for X gates (with or with-
out control qubits) will be possible because they transform qubits
similarly as entanglements of Figure 4.

On the other hand, in ansatz ry and ansatz ryrz, pattern-
matching improved simulation time by 73.6 % and 73.9 %
while reducing 2991 and 2521 gates respectively. Our pattern-
matching found lists of CX gates to establish full entanglements
in these quantum circuits. Other gate fusion work also and conse-
quently our gate fusion reduced simulation time of ansatz ry and
ansatz ryrz by 76.3 % and 76.8 % while reducing 190 and 427
gates respectively.

Our pattern-matching does not replace lists of CX gates in
ansatz ry l and ansatz ryrz l because their length is less than the
threshold (a number of qubits). However, two-qubit gate fusion
significantly reduced their gates: 276 of 541 gates in ansatz ry l
and 507 of 750 gates in ansatz ryrz l. In gates for linear en-
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tanglements, a qubit becomes a target and control qubit of two
CX gates. Two-qubit gate fusion aggregates all of the rotation
gates for the qubit with CX gates as shown in Figure 5, and then
simulation is optimized. In addition, cost-based gate fusion re-
duced their 121 gates and 132 gates and optimized simulation
time of ansatz ry l and ansatz ryrz l became 43.3 % and 20.5 %
respectively. Simulation time of graph state and int cmp were
improved similarly by 53.0 % and 69.4 %, respectively.

qft and quad form consist of many CP gates and our gate fu-
sion replaces their lists of CP gates with diagonal-matrix gates.
Other gate fusion also worked their simulation performance and
consequently their 28.2 % and 33.3 % of simulation time were
reduced.

Two-qubit and cost-based gate fusion worked well for pe: im-
proving 79.8 % of simulation time while reducing gates from
60747 gates to 5911 gates. In pe, 13-qubit QuantumVolume is
simulated three times by adding controlled qubits. Qiskit circuit
library decomposes the target quantum circuits to U and CX, and
then adds a control qubit for them. Two-qubit and cost-based gate
fusion can re-composed such decomposed primitive gates in pe
and improved performance of simulation.

In all quantum circuits, gate fusion took less than 1 % time in
simulation excepting pe. In pe, pattern-matching, two-qubit, and
cost-based gate fusion took 0.40 second, 0.76 second, and 0.38
second, respectively. pe consists of 63664 gates which exceeds a
threshold to enable parallelization of gate fusion and 63178 gates
are reduced. Therefore, parallelization of gate fusion and gen-
eration of new matrices in pe took relatively more time than in
others.

5. Conclusion
Simulation of quantum computing needs huge computing re-

sources if large qubits are simulated and gate fusion is an effective
approach to shorten simulation time. We proposed a new method
of gate fusion cost-based gate fusion that aggregates gates in a
circuit with estimation of total simulation time. Our evaluation
shows that our gate fusion improve any simulation types of quan-
tum circuits.
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